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MAST/GALEX: Home Page

Broad Navigation Tools

The top banner allows
for quick access to
the most common

features of the
GALEX Site.

Links to other MAST
missions are also here

Detailed Options

The left gutter
Provides options for
exploring/browsing

GALEX data, including 
Data Search query 

Forms and Data
Retrieval lists by

Program and sky-tile



Contains:
•Mission Information
•How to browse/retrieve data
•Data Release schedule
•GI Program
•Link to data search
•Link to Search help
•Links to related aids (tutorial)

 Getting Started Page



Image Data Search, first on tiles: (e.g. MIS program)

Click green button to browse image

Mark data & click blue Retrieve arrow
(step 1 of downloading data).

(Whole tile image)



…clicked on Retrieve Imaging to select files for data download

Select files:
•individual:
click Download,

•file groups: click
Submit (green
button). Follow
instructions for
sending a simple
ftp-get request

•third button
allows downloads
of data for an
individual visit.



Opened “Spectra”: lists GR2 grism tiles

•For coplotted spatial spectral visits, click green  Submit button,

•Clicking on Retrieve Spectra/FITS takes you to file products
. (next page).



Retrieval of spectra

Click here to download a single file.

Mark all or
individual
entry box
to get all
or some
files.

By visit, or coadded



Simple form: data search on objects

• Resolve object’s name
with either NED or SIMBAD

• Add field constraints

• Select output columns
(to request spectra, add
“isThereSpectrum)

• Output in multiple
formats
• Search by TARGET NAME
or POSITION.

This form permits data in general categories, e.g. sky area



Search on Simple form to find object at input
position in sky:

•Enter coords of object of interest
•Set Radius (search limit)
•Click on Search Sort on “distance”:

(first entry will be object
closest to your input RA, Dec)



Search on Simple form to objects with spectral data

•Enter value (“ = 1”)

•Select “IsThereSpectrum”
.  in user-spec menu tab
•Click on add & Search

Result is objects within
search radius for which
spectra are observed.



Want to Proceed to the SQL search form?
Start by browsing the Database Info Page

Tables/Functions:

•Links to names and
descriptions

•used as search
parameters

You may need some of these tables to
formulate your SQL queries.



The DB Info menu will allow one to browse the entire database structure: 
•tables, views, user fns., internal procedures and all data and constants used.
•Clicking on the “+” sign will reveal the underlying structure. 
•Clicking on each individual item, i.e. Tables, will list all tables and 
  a description of their contents (see next slide)
•Note again that table names are needed for many SQL queries!

MAST/GALEX: DataBase Info



DB Info allows
for a description
of records in each
Table. Parallel
actions bring you
to descriptions of
Function records.

MAST/GALEX: DB Info

Clicking on Tables opens a
submenu and a description of

available database tables.
Clicking on a table name returns
detailed information about the

fields it contains.



•Submit your SQL query (help at
http://skyserver/sdss.org/dr2/en/
help/docs/sql_help.asp)
•Explore the details of an object

Now use the SQL Form (note pulldown menu):

Output is
list of
objects



Object information: 
id, mode,…

Also displayed are coordinates
and number of visits in each 

observing mode
___________________________

Near and Far UV
information at a glance:

thumbnail image, position,
magnitude, ellipticity,

classification, etc.

Image title (NUV,FUV) is
a link to the FITS files

download area

Positioning the mouse over an object within an image returns a tooltip with the
object’s coordinates, its classification and wavelength bands. Clicking on the object

will redirect the user to the summary page of that object. Clicking on a different
circled object in the field brings up a page for this object

Also,  keywords on the page are active. Positioning  over RA returns its definition.

Explore the object image first:



Find some good data?  Download it:

Click to download FITS image
  data (individual and combined visits)

Clicking on the image
label in the return page
will bring you to the FITS
files downloading area.



Cojoined nuv/fuv spectral plot
(all visits stacked)

Explore 1D Spectrum

1D Spectrum Information of QSO:
Z=0.4 (from Lyα, CIV, & CIII 1909A)



Explore 2D Spectra
(bottom section, GR1d release only)

Near and Far UV
2D spectra

For each spectrum we
display the background-

extraction window
according to the

extraction parameters
shown below each

spectrum.

All  data represent
accumulated visits.



In the following example we will match objects with
GALEX spectra with SDSS counterparts. We then look

at a sample object with spectrum and redshift.

To do this, it will be necessary first to research the
names of GALEX tables relating to SDSS spectra

(…OK, we’ve done this. They are galexxsdssdr3 and
sdssdr3specphoto. We can now put them into our longish

SQL query, shown in the next slide.)

Advanced searches with the SQL Form



Input SQL Query for cross correlation:

This query
cross correlates

the brightest
GALEX objects
against SDSS

ID’s and
displays the

results.

Execute.



Looking deeper into browsable products:

As before, click
on Explore for
an object of
interest.



CasJobs: a general purpose tool for
batch queries and data access*

*CasJobs is a tool borrowed and adapted from the JHU/SDSS team.

•All functionality of basic SQL form
.       (except no “Explore” and more complex) – EXAMPLE 1

•Data access and sharing (“publish” your database)

•Coordinate uploads for X-correlations (“join” databases)
.        EXAMPLE 2

•Batch jobs permit long running queries

Allows:



First create an account on CASJobs*

*Concept and
implementation
borrowed from the
JHU/SDSS team and
Wil O’Mullane.



CasJobs has an extensive help page

Pay attention to
“context” (left tab

in query form).

Will your query
execute on MyDB

or GalexGR2?

Top bar menu
allows navigation

to DB, Query,
Import, help, etc.



CASJobs: Example 1 (simple):

Cut/paste query, e.g. from SQL box dropdown menu

1. Type query in box

2. Set headings to
input DB (MyDB)
and  table name

 3. Click on “Submit”

     or (browse only)

     “Quick”



Return page: browse your data

•Having clicked on “Quick”, browse your data

•Having clicked on “Submit”, you click on MyDB & work with the data

(distance
units

remain in
degrees)

End of example



Example 2: Importing coordinate list to GALEX DB

•We will import a prepared coordinate list.

•A form will appear in the Import page giving the path
. and file name of the list.

•We will enter the coordinate list in a new DB on our
.  account.

•We’ll ask for close matches to objects on our list       .

already observed by GALEX (or SDSS).

STAND BY: next slide is a bit busy looking….



Example 2: How to match GALEX objects to an
imported list on our DB

1. In menu click Import

2. Enter path and file
name of 3 column
data (or type in data
entry box)

3. Click on Import (see
message: table success-
fully imported in new
box below IMPORT)

4. Click finally on “MyDB”
and select newly
created table.



Let’s check to see if our table is loaded properly:

Display of
coordinates

you’ve imported

 Your list is imported: now match coordinates with GALEX observations

To get here, you have:

Clicked on your new table

Put mouse on View Data

Click Go



Go back to DB (top menu).
Click on your new table, and mouse to neighbors:

Choose a
search radius,

give new
table name of
joined ObjID
lists, click

“Go”

Select search radius

Input name of new table of
 GALEX matched positions



Casjobs works, matching….

Wait for blue
“Finish” notice

Next click on MyDB,
then click on your
joined table name



Your new table of GALEX-matched objects:

You can now work
with these GALEX-
matched objects.

END OF EXAMPLE

GALEX ObjIDs

Matched object positions


